AGENDA

GENERAL SESSION

PART 1: EDUCATION IN FUNDAMENTALS (Moderator: Dr. Edward Levine, Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist)

Welcome and Themes Introduction (10-10:05 am)
Dr. Edward Levine, Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist

Appendix Cancer: An Overview (10:05-10:25)
Dr. Edward Levine, Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist

Pathology: Navigating the Maze of Complex Terminology (10:25-10:50)
Dr. Joseph Misdraji, Yale School of Medicine

Chemotherapy for Appendix Cancer: Current Landscape 10:50-11:05)
Dr. Ardaman Shergill, University of Chicago

Immunotherapy: What Is It Exactly (11:05-11:20)
Dr. G. Weldon Gilcrease, Huntsman Cancer Institute

ACPMP Research Foundation: Who We Are and Our Mission (11:20-11:30)
Jim Carroll, President of Board of Directors, ACPMP Research Foundation

Study of Peptide Vaccine: Targeting Mutated GNAS for Treatment of PMP & Next Chapter (Pseudovax Clinical Trial) (11:30-11:50)
Dr. Kjersti Flatmark, Oslo University (2015 and 2019 ACPMP Research Grant recipient)

Updates: Papers of the Year for Appendiceal Cancer (11:50-12:05)
Dr. Laura Lambert, Huntsman Cancer Institute

Q&A from Part 1 – Ask the Experts (12:05-12:20)
Moderated by Dr. Edward Levine, Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist

Brief Break – Grab Lunch & Resume at 12:30
PART 2: EVOLVING CLINICAL AND RELATED INNOVATIONS (Moderator: Dr. Laura Lambert, Huntsman Cancer Institute)

Organoids to Personalize Chemotherapy (12:30-12:50)
Dr. Kostas Votanopoulos, Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist

PIPAC: Current U.S. Perspective (12:50-1:10)
Dr. Mustafa Raoof, City of Hope Medical Center

BroMac: What is it? Current Status Globally (1:10-1:30)
Professor Morris (Prior ACPMP Research Grant Recipient); and
BroMac: Additional U.S. Perspective (1:30-1:40)
Dr. Edward Levine, Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist

Multi-Organ Transplant for Select PMP Patients (1:40-2:00)
Dr. Anil Vaidya, Cleveland Clinic

State of the Science: Summary of Current Landscape
Dr. Kiran Turaga, Yale School of Medicine 2:00-2:20

Q&A for Part 2: Ask the Experts (2:20-2:40)
Moderated by Dr. Laura Lambert, Huntsman Cancer Institute

PART 3: RESEARCH IN APPENDIX CANCER – ONWARD (Moderator: Dr. Kiran Turaga, Yale School of Medicine)

Lightning Round Updates from Current and Recent ACPMP Research Grant Recipients:

Improving PMP Models for Pre-Clinical Testing and Evaluating PMP Associated Bacterial Functional Metabolites in PMP Progression and Treatment (2:40-2:45)
Dr. Jie Li, University of South Carolina  (2021 ACPMP Research Grant Recipient)

Elucidating Risk Factors and Biomarkers of Appendix Cancer: A Pilot Study Within the Appendiceal Cancer Consortium (APPECC) (2:45--2:50)
Dr. Andreana Holowatyj, Vanderbilt University Medical Center (2022 ACPMP Research Grant Recipient)

Characterization of the Axi/Gas6 Pathway in the Progression of Appendiceal Adenocarcinoma (2:50-2:55)
Dr. Sean Dineen, Moffitt Cancer Center (2021 ACPMP Research Grant Recipient)

Assessment of the Effects of HIPEC on the Genetic Landscape of Peritoneal Metastases from High Grade Appendiceal Neoplasms (2:55-3:00)
Dr. Oliver Eng, University of California, Irvine (2019 ACPMP Research Grant Recipient)
Role of Peritoneal Mesenchymal Cells in Promoting Appendix Cancer Peritoneal Dissemination and Treatment Resistance (3:00-3:05)
Dr. Georgios Karagkounis, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (2022 SSO Young Investigator Award for Appendix Cancer – Grant Funded by ACPMP Research Foundation)

Open Forum – Q&A for Part 3 and Any Other Questions. Ask the Experts (3:05-3:20)
Moderated by Dr. Kiran Turaga, Yale School of Medicine

Close of General Session

Brief Stretch Break & Time to Link to Selected Regional Session

REGIONAL SESSIONS (3:30-4:30 pm ET)

Time noted Eastern (ET); Regional Sessions run concurrently.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Introduction (3:30-3:40 pm)
Dr. Kiran Turaga / Dr. Ardaman Shergill

Navigating your Cancer Care (3:40-3:50 pm)
Colette Brottman, Physician Assistant

Getting Yourself Ready for Surgery

  Perioperative Considerations (3:50-3:55 pm)
  Raffinee Smith, Nurse

  Prehabilitation and Post-Operative Routines (3:55 – 4:05 pm)
  Sarah Macaraeg & Maria Alvarado, Physical Therapists

  Eating Healthy When You Have Cancer (4:05 – 4:15 pm)
  Jeffrey Whitridge, Dietitian

  End of Life Planning (4:15 – 4:20 pm)
  Sandra Clark, Patient Care Coordinator

Q & A (4:20 – 4:30 pm)

ATRIUM HEALTH WAKE FOREST BAPTIST

Welcome and Introductions (3:30-3:40 pm)
Dr Edward Levine
Medical Management (3:40-3:50 pm)
Stephanie A. Thornton, FNP-C, MSN

Nutrition and HIPEC (3:50-4:00 pm)
Monica Moorefield, RD, LDN (pre-recorded)

Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (ERAS), Improving Patient Recovery (4:00 pm-4:10 pm)
Nathan Ogilvie, PA-C – (pre-recorded)

Patient interview – (pre-recorded) (4:10-4:15 pm)

Navigation – barriers to care/financial issues/resources (4:15-4:20 pm)
Rebecca Harmon, RN, BSN (pre-recorded)

Q&A (4:25-4:30 pm)

HUNTSMAN CANCER INSTITUTE

Introductory Remarks (begins at 3:30 pm)
Dr. Laura Lambert

Addressing the influence of psychosocial health on cancer patient outcomes
Dr. Erin Ward

Q&A (Open)